
Acquaint Editor – The Roles and Responsibilities 

The Editor is a member of the MYA Council and attends all meetings.  

The Editor is responsible for delivering three magazines each year 

The post has a close working relationship with the print and design support function 

A journalistic background is not essential but good communication skills at all levels is required 

The Editor should ideally have good experience of the sport with good contacts in most classes and 

around the Districts. However this will grow with time in the job. 

Ideally the person will have sufficient time to attend national championships at least and be willing 

to travel.  

Standard articles for most editions 

 Editors Column 

 Chairman’s Column 

 News in Brief  

 Development officer (when there is something new to say that cannot be covered in News in 

Brief) 

 Race Officer who will always provide material if asked but again may be covered by short 

announcements in NIB 

 Class reports. These are obtained from Class Captains. Usually will have to be written by the 

editor as the result of telephone ‘interviews’. They do not need to appear in every issue but 

should certainly be included in the autumn issue as a round-up of the year’s activities. 

 International Officer. Updates from International and European events and any comment of 

IRSA or ISAF issues. Usually obtained via a telephone interview 

 National results. Probably already detailed on the MYA Website. However worth recording 

for those who have not viewed the web. Should include competent photography. Only the 

nationals. There is no space for more. 

 Classic column.  Just a short piece so that we don’t forget our roots. Literally a column 

 

Other material much of which can be ‘stocked’ ahead of time. 

 Include something practical – we still have a lot of builders in our community.  

 Class profiles. One per issue.  Can be prepared in advance and stocked ready for publication 

 Do something that promotes the MYA 

 Include updates on Vane Racing.  Anthony Warren is CC  

 Always include a piece for beginners.  It may not always be about sailing – Remember that 

not everyone is a national class skipper and the language may be baffling at times. 

 Provide links to the website whenever you can, extending articles and their related picture 

galleries by carrying them through to on-line supplements.  (There is a logo for this purpose 

that appears in any article that has a supplement. 

 Sometimes we include a piece about the wider world where there is an interest amongst 

members – the America’s Cup for example. 

 Something unusual; if humorous even better. 

 

The key to all of this is to have good contacts, an ear to the ground and report on the new whenever 

possible. 
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